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terrorist's vehicle, to warn of checkpoints
or police presence en route to the attack.

Freedom Of Speech
A small group of right-wing demonstrators
led by Baruch Marzel and Itamar BenGavir were distanced by police Thursday
night, not permitting them to protest the
meeting of Prime Minister Ariel Sharon
and PA Prime Minister Abu Mazen.
Loyal Citizen
A gag order has been lifted on the
publication of the rest of a 21-year-old
Israeli Arab, a resident of Um el-Fahm.
The Israeli citizen, a member of Hamas,
admitted to his part in the conspiracy to
perpetrate a major terror attack in a
Hadera shopping mall.
The suspect, Muhmad Majanah, was to
have used his vehicle to escort the

Majanah, a former resident of PAcontrolled Jenin, was granted Israeli
citizenship under the law permitting
reuniting of families.

Too Little, Too Late
Tourism Minister Benny Elon told
reporters that Prime Minister Sharon
expressed regret for his use of the word
"occupation" in referring to Israel's
presence in the Biblical areas of Judea,
Samaria and Gaza - but it's too late. "An
error from the mouth of the ruler is
irreversible, even if he regrets it
afterwards," Elon said, according to Ynet.
"Very hard Israeli public relations work
goes down the drain from one mistake like
that." MK Uri Stern, also of the National
Union party, said that "occupation" is a
major code-word de-legitimizing Israel's
position and granting legitimacy to
terrorism.
Source: IsraelNN.com

Plan A Scheme And It Will Be Annulled, Because G-d Is With Us Part VI

...The following must now be done: A rabbi must be designated to stand up and expound,
according to Torah, the sole Jewish claim to the Land of Israel. Afterwards, all the other
seventy-one Rabbonim will concur, and the whole world will answer, ‘Amen, Amen.’
So may it be, that in the immediate future the entire Jewish people will go out of exile;
whether they be currently outside of the Land of Israel, or those who find themselves in
the Land of Israel (they will leave the exile which even exists in the Land of Israel, since
the Holy Temple has not yet been rebuilt there).

Holocaust Denial
The following is the PA TV interview
with Ismail Elbakawi, translator of the
book: “The Fundamentalism of the Jews
in Israel.” Elbakawi is discussing a book
called: “The Holocaust Industry” and his
statements are supported by the
interviewer.
Elbakawi:
“[The Holocaust] was a real event that
occurred from 1939 to 1945. However, it
did not just affect the Jews in Europe, but
also other nations including the Poles, the
Hungarians, the Russians - as you
remember, 20 million Russians were
killed and Germans, and Gypsies. They
were annihilated and killed as a result of
the war, and not due to a prior plan… It
is possibly true that Hitler planned the
extermination of disabled Germans. It is
likely that these things are true, I don't
know… This is the historical truth: the
true Nazi Holocaust. I apologize for using
the word “Holocaust”. This is a word that
they try to attach only to the Jews who
were killed, but I use this expression in
the human sense. It can also be used to
refer to the Palestinians and the suffering
that the Israelis [have caused] them. The
Palestinians also have their own private
Holocaust, and this is also true of the
Gypsies, etc. PA TV May 27, 2003
By Itamar Marcus PMW.org

And then all the Jews will go out to welcome our holy Messiah, and not a single Jew will
be left in exile.
There are those who will consider this a joke — let them think what they like. But as for
those who take this matter seriously — just as it is acceptable to them, so may it become
accepted by everyone.
The most important thing is concrete action: The entire Land of Israel belongs to every
Jew and to all the Jews, and no one has been appointed custodian with the right to change
this; neither a gentile, nor even a Jew.
Based on talks of the Rebbe Concerning the Integrity of the Land of Israel 10th of Shvat 5736 (1976)

Voice of Saud
“O God, help the mujahidin in
Palestine promote justice. O God,
destroy the tyrant Jews and protect us
from their evil.”
Shaykh Usamah Bin-Abdallah, on the
official television station of the Saudi
Government TV1 May 23 2003
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